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Michel (Clovis Cornillac) dreams of meeting 
the perfect girl by complete chance, just as his 
parents and grandparents did before him. Vincent 
(Manu Payet) on the other hand is a firm believer 
in the old adage that men keep their brains in their 
pants. 

These childhood friends with their diametrically 
opposed views on women discover the limits of 
their respective opinions when Angèle (Virginie 
Efira) and Nathalie (Annelise Hesme) come into 
their lives. 

SynopSiS





WHeRe DiD youR CoLLABoRATion BeGin? 
Dominique Farrugia: Arnaud and I started working together 12 
years ago when he was directing the Franck Dubosc stage 
show that I was producing. After that, we wrote some pilots 
for Canal+, also with Franck Dubosc, but they were never 
commissioned. Then we worked together on 7 d’Or TV awards 
that I was producing. Since then, we’ve never lost contact. 
And one day, Arnaud arrived with a script he’d co-written with 
Franck Dubosc and I jumped at it.
Arnaud Lemort: The script, which was called “The Woman 
Whisperer”, started out as a romcom parody. But once 
Dominique and I started working on it, we spent some time 
rewriting it to make a real story out of it, a story that we believed 
in. There are only a few parts of the original script remaining. 
D.F.: We wanted to tell a real love story, packing in as many jokes 
as possible. When I decided to produce THE PERFECT DATE, I 
immediately asked Arnaud to direct it himself. But it is very hard 
to raise the finance for a first film, for any film for that matter 
in the current economic climate. But I loved the script and I 
really wanted this film to be made so I suggested I co-direct it 
with him. This meant I could get back into directing and help it 
financially by adding my name to the project. And for Arnaud, 
who already knew a lot about directing actors, it was also a 
means of getting behind the camera every day. 
A.L.: I am essentially a scriptwriter, but I’d been tempted by 
directing for a while, even if didn’t have the necessary technical 
skills to make the move. So Dominique’s proposition was a real 
opportunity for me. I could never have dreamed of having such 
a great companion to launch myself into an adventure like this. 
I was relieved of all the responsibility for the technical side of 
the task and was thus able to learn an awful lot. All the more 
so because throughout the entire adventure, Dominique and I 
never disagreed on a single point.

D.F.: But we worked very hard during the preparatory phase to 
arrive at that point. The film’s budget was very small so we did 
everything we could to make sure that on the screen, it never 
looked cheap.

FRom THeRe, HoW DiD you Go ABouT CASTinG 
THe ACToRS?
D.F.: Manu was an obvious choice... 
A.L.: We had him in mind right from the writing phase because 
to play the seducer, I don’t know any other man who calls every 
single woman he meets “darling”, including his mother! The 
warmth of La Réunion, the island in the Indian Ocean where 
he’s from, was a real asset to the film!
D.F.: I’d met Clovis many times. To my mind, he’s a comic genius 
who is rather underused in the genre. So I wanted to work 
with him, and Arnaud did too. So we called him and it all went 
very easily. He suggested we have lunch once he’d read the 
script. He said what he liked and what he didn’t and asked if we 
were prepared to change certain things. We said yes and then 
Arnaud rewrote the character for Clovis. And from then on, it 
was great. Just as it was with Virginie for that matter. For her 
role, we wanted a Cameron Diaz...
A.L.: ...and there aren’t many of those around! We really wanted 
beautiful and attractive people on screen, but also people full 
of humor, and Virginie was the perfect fit.
D.F.: She was also very simple in her approach. 
A.L.: Just as with Clovis, I spent a lot of time with Virginie to 
rework the character for her.
D.F.: That was the bonus for having to spend so much time 
raising the financing for the movie!
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HoW DiD you CHooSe THe ACToRS To pLAy ViRGinie 
eFiRA’S CHARACTeR’S TWo FRienDS?
D.F.: Annelise Hesme had been waiting for a long time to shoot a 
Marc Levy film that I was supposed to be producing but which never 
happened. I adore her as an actor and so I invited her to test for the 
project and she was great.
A.L.: She instantly embodied the character! 
D.F.: As for Laurence Arné, I knew her too because I produce her 
show and I knew she could be perfect in the role of the girl who 
you don’t think is very pretty in the start but who turns out to be 
ravishing in the end. But we had her test for lots of different roles... 
A.L.: And she was constantly being “upgraded” because each time 
she inspired us in different directions. 
D.F.: That was another advantage to shooting a film with a modest 
budget. You can offer supporting roles to actors who you aren’t used 
to seeing, like her. And it’s great to discover someone like Laurence 
who has, in my opinion, huge potential in comedy. 
A.L.: In fact, this film is a first for a lot of our actors – the first 
appearance for her, the first major role for Manu and Virginie etc. – 
and throughout the shoot, you could feel this incredible desire from 
them which of course inspired us. 
D.F.: Just like the way they truly loved their characters.

DiD WRiTinG FemALe RoLeS pRoVe pARTiCuLARLy 
CompLeX FoR you?
A.L.: It’s very hard in fact because when I thought I’d already got the 
dialogues sorted out, I realized, in talking to girls, that I could go a 
lot further with them. In fact, we ended up pretty timid in terms of the 

dialogues of the female roles.

D.F.: But here again, right from the first reading, our actresses gave 
us some great feedback and we developed them together to make 
them more accurate in the end.
A.L.: Like Shirley Bousquet, who came up with an improvised 
imitation of a rattlesnake during her casting that we decided to write 
into the film because it made us fall about with laughter!
D.F.: She’s another actress I wanted to work with because she has a 
vulnerability that I adore. We absolutely wanted to avoid making her 
character some kind of moronic bimbo. With her, you believe totally 
in this secretary who is in love with her boss, played by Clovis, who 
is overflowing with kindness and clumsiness. She’s got the body of 
a goddess but she’s really fragile which makes her really sweet.
A.L.: Her little mistakes are supposed to be touching and not irritating, 
and Shirley plays that to perfection.

you SAy THAT GeTTinG ToGeTHeR THe FinAnCinG 
FoR THe FiLm WASn’T eASy. Do you THinK THe 
poLiTiCALLy inCoRReCT Tone oF THe FiLm CouLD 
HAVe HAD SomeTHinG To Do WiTH THAT?
D.F.: THE PERFECT DATE is indeed outside the traditional framework 
for French comedies. But that’s exactly what Arnaud and I were 
intending to do. We wanted to make something a little abrasive 
that would make other people laugh as much as it made us laugh. 
I was always encouraging him to push the envelope a little further. 
Laughing about disability for example. Disabled people are like 
anybody – they want to have a laugh and not to be made special 
cases. And given the choice, they’d prefer they had easier access 
to the metro and that we laugh as we do here with them rather than 
not daring to do it at all.
A.L.: I think that you can allow yourself some jokes that go a little 
further when, alongside, you are telling a solid story with solid 
characters as we’re trying to do here. Plus, when you start laughing 
with people and not at them, you can laugh at anything!

THe peRFeCT DATe iS A BuDDy moVie, A 
LoVe SToRy AnD A ComeDy. WAS FinDinG 
A BALAnCe BeTWeen THeSe DiFFeRenT 
eLemenTS A SimpLe TASK?
D.F.: There are two jobs here. One is writing, with 18 different 
versions, each one involving a game of writers’ ping pong 
between us. Then on set, taking advantage of the fact there 
are two of us to re-read the scenes each evening for the 
following day, constantly modifying things. For example, we 
had to be very careful not to overload the story with jokes 
and thus prevent the development of the amorous tension 
and the emotion that goes with that. And because it’s a real 
buddy movie, we were really careful to not make exclusive 
jokes that would only make us laugh. Showing the film in 
parallel and thus seeing what worked or not, virtually in real 
time, really helped us go off in different directions.
A.L.: I’d also like to say that it was a real pleasure to make a 
romantic comedy for a first film. It’s a genre that Dominique 
and I both love. So of course, we both were particularly 
attentive to the love story element. The hardest thing was 
making sure everything stayed on track; that the crossing 
paths of the two principle characters – the terrible flirt who 
becomes romantic and the romantic who attempts to take 
up flirting – are carried through right to the end. But sharing 
the same references and desires with Dominique made the 
task a much simpler one.
D.F.: Then with the directing, we wanted the actors to perform 
in the most natural way possible so that the laughter would 
come out of the fact they were playing the situations 
straight. But we insisted that the dialogues contained no 
“ums”, “huhs” or “you knows” – in complete contrast to real 
life, they contained no hesitations.

A.L.: As with the English-language comedies we adore, we 
also worked very hard on the supporting roles (Jonathan 
Lambert, Laurent Lafitte etc.) so they wouldn’t be relegated 
to the simple rank of foil but so they fully exist from end to 
end even if they are only there for three or four scenes. All 
the characters in the film had to feed into the story.

you CHoSe eRiC GuiCHARD AS youR 
CinemAToGRApHeR, Someone noT oFTen 
ASSoCiATeD WiTH ComeDieS. WHAT mADe 
you WAnT To WoRK WiTH Him?
D.F.: I sought him out simply because I love his work. 
He’s one of the 10 best camera operators in France and 
I think he enjoyed making a comedy and working with us. 
We immediately agreed on our aim: To make something 
beautifully lit but to work fast. I wanted to make a comedy 
a little out of the ordinary by working very carefully and 
specifically on the image. And to do that, it was a delight 
to have the man who lit the Himalayas light our movie. I 
love that comparison! Working with him was a constant 
pleasure.
A.L.: He’s the man who says yes! He always came up with a 
solution to our requests with a smile and with enthusiasm.
D.F.: And we didn’t have to make a lot of changes on set 
because we totally divided up the film with him. We worked 
up-stream on the fact that the image had to be shiny and 
golden with a picture postcard vision of Paris. I think it’s 
a wonderful city and I didn’t want to show it through a 
single gray day. But it’s true that if we wanted to change 
something, he was always on hand to do it.



HoW DiD you SHARe THe TASK oF DiReCTinG THe 
ACToRS?
A.L.: To simplify matters, we shared out the roles beforehand. 
There was a boss on the set for the crew because you need 
one and that was Dominique. And he asked me to direct the 
actors. So we started out from there to make everybody feel 
comfortable during the first week. Then once our roles had been 
established, we certainly didn’t stop ourselves interfering in 
each other’s work.
D.F.: I think the actors soon understood that we knew what we 
wanted, that we were on the same wavelength and that we had 
done a lot of preparatory work. From then on, it was very simple. 
But we were lucky to be working with actors who immediately 
gave more than what was requested of them. I like working with 
two cameras. It lets the actors improvise and go beyond the 
text without that causing a problem for the editing. It’s ideal, for 
example, for someone like Clovis, who never offers the same 
thing from take to take. Moreover, it’s in digging out things in this 
manner that he delivered his character to us. In the beginning, 
we were a little afraid that this man who dreams of the perfect 
encounter would be a little over-romantic. But right from the 
start, he brought something very masculine, very virile and a 
little crazy around the edges to the role. He did warn us when he 
agreed to do the film, saying, “I’ll be 100%! 100% bad or 100% 
good but never 60%!”.

DiD you ReWRiTe muCH oF THe FiLm DuRinG 
eDiTinG?
D.F.: There were two phases. One phase of pre-editing which we 
emerged from very depressed, as always happens, whatever the 
film. Then we talked to Sylvie Gadmer (CHOUCHOU, SAGAN, 
CHANGING SIDES etc.) who is an editor I love. She immediately 
understood where we wanted to go and as Arnaud and I had 
decided right at the start to take three weeks off to let the project 
settle in our minds, she took that time to rework the film and that 
sorted us out.

A.L.: It was her idea to draw everything together at that point around 
Michel’s character, which then set everything else in motion. 
D.F.: Very early on we’d decided to dedicate a lot of time to the 
editing. And it turned out to be very useful to be able to test things 
and refine things down to the smallest detail without any pressure. 
For example, having seen GRAN TORINO, I wanted to make a film 
with no opening credits like Clint Eastwood did, taking you straight 
into the film. We tried it out and it works perfectly I think.

FoR THe muSiC, you CHoSe eXiSTinG SonGS 
RATHeR THAn An oRiGinAL SounDTRACK. WHy 
WAS THAT?
A.L.: English-language romantic comedies which are references 
in the genre are always accompanied by the hits of the moment 
which anchors the film in its time and gives it a freshness of the 
moment. You don’t get the same result with a score.
D.F.: I don’t know where we could have put a film score. I start 
with the principle that if you put comedy to music, you can’t 
hear the dialogue very well and you miss the point of the scene. 
Songs don’t have the same effect and they better underline the 
romantic moments. Nothing works as well during those moments 
as a song that is familiar to you. 
A.L.: We were also very lucky that Thomas Dutronc composed 
an original song for us that you can hear during the closing 
credits.
D.F.: I called him one day, asking if he would read the script with 
a view to writing a song. He read it, and first said he couldn’t see 
anything. Then very shortly afterwards, he called me to say that 
he had something to send me. We listened to his song on set. 
We loved it – it’s a real gift!

ENTRETIEN AVEC 



Dominique Farrugia: Given my fight to integrate disabled 
people into “real” life, I was absolutely determined that the 
role of Virginie Efira’s deaf sister be played by someone who 
is deaf in real life. Then I remembered Sophie’s appearance 
on Miss France. I found her extremely touching so I invited 
her to test and she turned out to be the best. And the great 
thing is that she’d always wanted to be an actress but 
thought that she’d never make it because of her disability. 
She’s actually extremely talented and I think the film shows 
that. In any case, she realized her dream and I think she 
portrayed some amazing emotion. She worked with a coach 
upstream to prepare for the role and in particular, being in a 

wheelchair which, thank God, she doesn’t need in real life. 
So she learnt how to move around in a chair. At the word 
“Action!” she showed no hesitation and no fear.

Arnaud Lemort: Working with her was simplicity itself. In the 
end, she gave us much more than we asked of her. The 
sweet thing is that the actor who plays her boyfriend in the 
film had learnt sign language for a stage play so he was 
both our translator and her coach.

FoCuS on
SopHie 
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INTERVIEw wITH

CLoViS CoRniLLAC (MICHEL)

WHAT mADe you AGRee To TAKe on youR 
RoLe in THe peRFeCT DATe?
For quite a while, Dominique Farrugia and I had wanted to 
work together, without necessarily having articulated that 
sentiment directly. Then one day, he gave me the script 
of THE PERFECT DATE, written by Arnaud Lemort. I was 
instantly knocked out by the quality of the writing, the 
openly exaggerated aspect of certain situations and also 
by the treatment of the women in the film. In too many 
comedies, you see them treated as bimbos, or just as foils 
to the male hero. But not here, and that to me symbolizes 
the fair, natural and modern tone of the ensemble. Then 
the subsequent meeting I had with Dominique and Arnaud 
was decisive. Right from the very first sequence of reading, 
I saw their capacity to respond to propositions that their 
actors might make. I’m not saying all our ideas were good 
but they were immediately very open to those that made 
sense to their story.

WHAT DiD you pARTiCuLARLy LiKe ABouT 
youR CHARACTeR, miCHeL? 
I have a lot of attachment to people with flaws in a general 
sense. And Michel is full of them. On the surface he seems 
pretty self-confident but he is obsessed with this idea that 
love is down to chance and that’s the only way he’s going 
to meet the love of his life. He gets this from his parents 
who it seems, met each other in this manner and who have 
since enjoyed a fabulous relationship. We’ve all got things 
like that in our lives – let’s call them family flaws – that 
you just have to live with. I liked the idea of playing in a 

comedy with these kinds of family millstones you have to 
drag around, exploring that flaw shared by many, pushing 
the boundary a little way but not too much. I’ve done a 
lot of that in comedies where it seemed essential in order 
that they work as a whole. Here, it’s different. Of course 
you have to push the boundary a little – because it’s not 
about realism – but just enough so that you’re not too far 
from reality. As an actor, I like moving from one universe to 
another, from the extreme to the subtle, from the moment 
when I feel I am being looked at and directed.

WHAT WAS iT LiKe WoRKinG WiTH ARnAuD 
AnD Dominique?
They shared out the responsibilities perfectly. To put it 
simply, Dominique was more in charge of the pure creation 
of the film, with the choice of the framing, for example. 
Arnaud, who’d written the script, was more in charge of 
directing the actors. But it was all done with a sense of 
permanent collaboration because at no time did I see any 
conflict between them. And in particular, they continued 
on set what they had demonstrated during our readings: 
Complete reactivity over any suggestions we might make 
in terms of the acting. Of course, they didn’t say yes to 
everything, but they jumped at the ideas we had with such 
enthusiasm that it could only inspire the actors. It was a 
joyful collaboration.



So THeRe WAS A LoT oF SpACe FoR 
impRoViSATion on THiS FiLm? 
That always seems a strange term to me. On a film, you never 
really improvise in the sense that you always have a base to work 
from. In fact, you’re adding to an existing screenplay through the 
inspiration you might have. Moreover, invention is the basis of our 
work, especially in comedy. But in order for it to work, you always 
have to have a ready reply, with your acting partners as with your 
directors and that, I repeat, was the case here. For example, in the 
first dinner scene with Virginie Efira when, thinking she’s leading 
me up the garden path when she says she’s got a disabled sister, 
I commit a huge gaffe by mocking her sister with an outrageous 
imitation. In the script, I wasn’t supposed to behave like that. I 
suggested it and Arnaud and Dominique jumped on it saying that 
it was possible to go that far with politically incorrect humor...

THAT poLiTiCALLy inCoRReCT Tone SeemS To 
DominATe THe peRFeCT DATe... 
Yes, and that’s dangerous, in the best sense of the term. As 
soon as you offer something a little out of the ordinary, there’s a 
real danger of getting knocked back straight away. And that’s a 
paradox: Comedies are often criticized for being too sensible but 
it’s only rarely that one looks kindly on the original attempts. Yet 
that’s what I like as an actor, and in THE PERFECT DATE, I think it 
works. In any case, I felt people watching it went with it and liked 
those politically incorrect scenes that are rare in a mainstream 
comedy.

HAD you ALReADy meT mAnu pAyeT, WiTH WHom 
you FoRm THe CompLiCiT AnD CompLemenTARy 
STARRinG pAiR in THe peRFeCT DATe? 
No, I didn’t really know him. We’d just crossed paths once when 
he did some sketches for the promotion of ASTERIX AT THE 
OLYMPIC GAMES. We met for the first reading of the script with 
the whole cast and right from that moment, I realized we were 
going to have a lot of fun together. He’s an extremely humble guy 
but also really lively, responsive and generous. I see a great career 
for him.

AnD WHAT AppeALeD To you ABouT youR mAin 
LeADinG LADy, ViRGinie eFiRA, WHo pLAyS THe 
WomAn WiTH WHom youR CHARACTeR FALLS in 
LoVe?
Her freshness. It’s wonderful to see someone like her come along. 
And what I found particularly interesting and unique about her is 
that she never plays the little girl, never simpers. She thus plays a 
key part in setting the modern tone of the film.

on THe SHooT, WeRe THeRe CeRTAin SCeneS you 
WeRe neRVouS ABouT AnD oTHeRS you WeRe 
impATienT To SHooT? 
I don’t think about those kinds of things when I’m filming. It’s 
more when I see the finished film that I experience that 
kind of sensation. Because no scene means anything 
on its own: They only take on any meaning 
through what comes before and after them. 
What makes me happy is the adventure in 
its entirety; working, shooting every day 
and telling a story.

WHAT WAS youR ReACTion on SeeinG THe 
FiniSHeD FiLm?
On a set, I never watch the play back of scenes 
between takes, or the rushes. That’s because when I 
agree to do a film, I give it my trust. And I know that 
my director’s take on things will always be more right 
than mine. It’s what they think that’s important. I can’t 
stand to hear my voice on an answerphone and I hate 
mirrors, so I’d be the last person to judge myself on 
a set. I don’t want that to change the way I shoot a 
scene. Afterwards, when I see the finished film, I always 
experience the same disappointment: I see myself and 
not the character despite the fact that while filming, I 
always feel like I’m someone else. Over the years, I’ve 
learned to get over that frustration and from the first 
moment I see a film I’ve made, I manage to see it in its 
entirety. And here, that entirety knocked my socks off.



INTERVIEw wITH you’Ve KnoWn Dominique FARRuGiA AnD ARnAuD 
LemoRT FoR A LonG Time. Do you RememBeR youR 
FiRST enCounTeR WiTH THem? 
I met Dominique five years ago through a mutual friend, Henri 
de Lorme, whom I’d asked to persuade Dominique to produce 
my stage show. He agreed to join me in this adventure when I 
was just starting out. Arnaud was one of the first buddies I made 
when I arrived from La Réunion. I met him nine years ago in radio 
where he was working already when I was taken on. He was part 
of the morning team, from 6-9am, that I joined a little later on. I 
talked a lot with Arnaud who was already into scriptwriting and 
had directed Franck Dubosc. Arnaud was also the first person 
to advise me to quit radio and throw myself into one man shows 
because he’d understood it was the stage that appealed to me 
more than anything. He was also the guy who introduced me what 
became one of my all-time favorite films: THE KING OF COMEDY. 
In people terms, those two guys are amazing.

So iT WAS DiFFiCuLT To TuRn DoWn A JoinT 
pRoJeCT FRom THem... 
Luckily, I liked the project because it absolutely was the script that 
was impossible to refuse! Nonetheless, the role of Vincent wasn’t 
written for me. But it was a project I’d followed as I was regularly 
talking to Arnaud while he was writing it. But often, the closer you 
are to someone, the less you think of them for a role. It seemed 
logical to me to go fantasize elsewhere. Then one day, Arnaud fixed 
up to have lunch with me and that’s when he told me he totally 
saw me in the role of who he was calling Jean-Paul back then. He 
explained he’d only just realized and he’d spoken to Dominique who 
was in agreement. I was surprised, of course. I didn’t necessarily 
see myself as a skirt-chasing lawyer who suddenly gets sick of it 
and decides to put his affairs in order. So I said OK to Arnaud, but 
said he’d have to change the name: Jean-Paul didn’t sound to me 
like someone in their thirties. So he went with Vincent. I’d have loved 
him to be called Vincent Hanna like Al Pacino’s character in HEAT, 
but because Arnaud is nuts about Tarantino, he’s called Vincent 
Vega like John Travolta in PULP FICTION.

WHAT eXACTLy WAS iT THAT mADe 
you ACCepT THeiR pRopoSiTion?
The story and the role that they entrusted me with, of 
course. And the fact that it’s one of my first big roles so 
the idea of shooting with such close friends as Arnaud and 
Dominique was very reassuring and I liked that. Everything was 
very simple and easy. My only worry was whether I’d make a 
credible lawyer.

HoW DiD you ConSTRuCT THe CHARACTeR?
In the beginning, I thought I was too young. But when I put on my 
suit and my lawyer’s robes, I saw that I could be very credible. 
But I still needed help because I had a real problem of legitimacy 
in this role. I simply talked to Arnaud to find some examples of 
how he’d talk, the deliberately cynical tone he sometimes uses. 
It’s a real stroke of luck to have the scriptwriter constantly by your 
side to go over certain lines so you can master them better. It 
was a really unexpected luxury! Both Arnaud and Dominique were 
constantly open to my suggestions so I was able to adjust the 
character to fit me, without, of course, betraying their creation. 
They were like that with all the actors. You had the feeling Arnaud 
and Dominique wanted to slip a few elements of the people they’d 
chosen to play them into each character. And that really helps your 
self-confidence. There was one really decisive scene to my mind 
– the one where Vincent goes to see Nathalie, played by Annelise 
to say that he’s changed, that his love for her is what counts most 
and that he’ll never go chasing skirt anywhere else anymore. If you 
don’t believe in that scene, the film stops there. So I thought long 
and hard about it and then I drew upon my instincts and my two 
directors in whom I had total confidence. If it suited them, it suited 
me, even if I was, of course, suffering all kinds of doubt! I knew 
they’d be exacting about it and in two or three takes, the scene 
was in the can.

mAnu
pAyeT
(VINCENT)



HoW Do THoSe TWo WoRK ToGeTHeR? 
Dominique is obsessed with technical and technological things 
so on set, that was his area. Arnaud was more focused on 
directing the actors. But they were in constant consultation of 
course. Arnaud has done quite a lot of directing, particularly 
with comedy, so he knows how to find the right words. All the 
more so in my case because we’re pals: We don’t have to use 
many words to understand each other.

THe peRFeCT DATe ALSo GAVe you THe CHAnCe 
To WoRK WiTH CLoViS CoRniLLAC FoR THe 
FiRST Time. WHAT DiD you LiKe ABouT youR 
CoLLABoRATion?
I very quickly learned that I was going to be able to work with 
him and that it would be a lot of fun. I love his work. I’ve always 
thought he was brilliant so I was impatient to work with him and 
everything went like a dream! Very soon, I realized I’d made a 
new friend. The guy is generous, he has an open ear and he 
doesn’t only focus on his own role and his performance. He’s 
a very hard worker and I was impressed by the speed at which 
he understands things on set. Of course, he owes this to the his 
wealth of experience, but also to the fact that he doesn’t rest 
on his laurels. He’ll take things on board, even from someone as 
inexperienced as I am. He’s always right on the ball, permanently 
ready to be surprised and we very quickly became close, and 
have seen each other a lot since shooting finished. Acting with 
him is like swimming next to Michael Phelps: It pushes you to 
produce your best crawl! It constantly pushes you to do your 
best.

AnD WHAT DiD you enJoy ABouT WoRKinG WiTH 
youR TWo FemALe pARTneRS, AnneLiSe HeSme 
AnD ViRGinie eFiRA? 
With Annelise, it was a great laugh. I liked her levity which played 
things down and made it less stressful. That was fortunate for 
me because we had to shoot a love scene which didn’t make 
it into the final cut. Obviously, I wasn’t very comfortable with it 
and if we hadn’t gotten on so well, I’d never have experienced 
those scenes in the way I did. 
Unlike Annelise, I already knew Virginie before this shoot, but I 
didn’t know how amazing she was going to be. Often, I’d hang 
around on set after I’d finished my scenes to watch her. In the 
scene when she gets dumped by Clovis in the street just as with 
the one in which she finds him with Shirley Bousquet and tells 
him exactly what she thinks of him, she totally blew my mind. 
And both times, that happened right from the very first take. It 
was a brilliant move to launch herself fully into acting. And she’s 
somebody I really like.

WAS youR moVe FRom one-mAn SHoW To A 
moVie SeT A TRiCKy one To HAnDLe?
Honestly, no. I appreciate them both. I really liked meeting up 
with the gang from THE PERFECT DATE every morning and 
working towards a story. In the same way, I love being a solo 
yachtsman on the ocean of the theater stage. And to go from 
one experience to the other I just have to switch into team 
player mode. By that I mean that as someone who laughs a lot, I 
have to not ruin other people’s work with my crazy laughter. But 
I quickly realized that Clovis was like me so we had a lot of crazy 
laughs and we shared the responsibility for that between us.

To FiniSH, CAn you SHARe 
WiTH uS THe SCene you 
WeRe moST AnXiouS ABouT 
SHooTinG? 
I was a little nervous about the scene 
on the basketball court with Angèle’s 
disabled sister’s team, where I’m 
supposed to show everyone that I’m 
a hard-bitten pro who is a bad loser 
because I’m far from being that good. It 
made me laugh so much when I read it 
that I was worried I wouldn’t be up to it. 
Plus there was a whole song and dance 
about setting up the scene because 
we were shooting in a sports hall with 
a real team of disabled basketball 
players who weren’t used to being in 
front of a camera. So the responsibility 
for the scene fell to me and in the end, 
I absolutely loved shooting it and didn’t 
change a single word of the dialogue 
because it was so totally spot-on.



TeLL uS ABouT HoW you BeCAme inVoLVeD in THe 
pRoJeCT...
I think it was after having seen me in a TV show that Dominique 
Farrugia thought of me for the role of Angèle. But he only offered 
it to me after having given me the script to read. When I did, I was 
immediately seduced by the originality of the writing. It was a little 
bit cruel and it contained a description of male-female relationships 
had a lot less of the gloss one is used to seeing and hearing in a 
popular comedy. Meeting Dominique and Arnaud simply reinforced 
this first impression. I immediately understood that they viewed 
the script as a base from which to develop the film together. And 
that started to happen right from our very first joint reading of it, 
led by Clovis and immediately followed by Manu. Right through 
to the end of the shoot, we never stopped widening out and 
expanding the script through our suggestions which Arnaud and 
Dominique jumped at whilst never losing the framework of their 
story. It really drove all of us, seeing them as enthusiastic as they 
were for it. Moreover, our two directors were our first audience, 
and were positive but never complacent. So the whole experience 
was handled in a very instinctive manner. We had to be careful to 
never lose the truth of the sentiments linking our characters, or to 
make them seem faked when we were stressing the comic side 
of things. And on this point, seeing Dominique and Arnaud full of 
assurance, knowing that they knew exactly where they were going 
with it, was a constant source of confidence.

HoW DiD THey DiViDe up THe WoRK BeTWeen 
THem on SeT? 
To be honest, I had my concerns about how having two directors 
would work out. But on set, that immediately evaporated. 
Dominique and Arnaud always talked with a single voice even if 
they had clearly divided up the tasks. To sum up, let’s say that 
Dominique dealt with setting up the scenes and setting out their 
basic intentions, whereas Arnaud was responsible for setting 
this score to music, constantly tweaking the composition where 
necessary. Because Arnaud wrote the script for THE PERFECT 

DATE, he was the one we went to when we 
had a question about the dialogues, and 
we went to Dominique with questions about 
how we should play it. In all, the two were totally 
complementary and there was no power struggle 
between them.

HoW WouLD you DeFine youR CHARACTeR, 
AnGeLe?
Often, when cinema tackles the issue of seduction between men 
and women, I have the funny feeling that fear is a male prerogative. 
It reminds me of an interview with Jacques Brel that scared the hell 
out of me when I was a kid, when he said he saw women as good 
nest-makers and men as adventurers. To me, I think that Angèle is 
afraid of emotional commitment and focuses on everything else – 
her work, her family and her disabled sister – rather than facing up 
to that anxiety. And of course, meeting Michel is very disturbing 
for her. Until then, she thinks her life is complete without love and 
suddenly, everything she thought was true in order to protect 
herself crumbles and she realizes how blind she has been. Her 
little life falls to pieces, and there’s nothing she can do about it. 
She was too sweet-natured and because of that, for example, her 
friends offload all their problems onto her. This is perhaps logical 
because Angèle is constantly showing others that she had no 
weaknesses. So the love that comes knocking at her door allows 
her to move forwards and to stop lying to herself. Michel is like a 
catalyst.

HoW DiD you ConSTRuCT THe CHARACTeR?
When I first read the script, I immediately understood Angèle’s 
fragility and lack of confidence. Because of this, she can say 
something out loud when deep down, she thinks the opposite, and 
then kick herself when she gets home. Playing a woman who is 
constantly pretending to be something she’s not offers some great 
opportunities for comedy, in particular when she wants people to 
think Michel isn’t getting to her when really, her heart is pounding. 

ViRGinie 
eFiRA

(ANGèLE)

INTERVIEw wITH



I very quickly integrated that facet of her personality. But my own 
feminist nature prevented me understanding why Angèle accepts 
certain situations without flinching. Her reactions in those instances 
are completely foreign to me. So I had to discuss it with Arnaud and 
Dominique so they could explain to me in detail which part of her 
personality pushes her to behave in such a way so that I could get 
totally into her character.

WHAT DiD you LiKe ABouT WoRKinG WiTH CLoViS 
CoRniLLAC? 
I’d never met him before I first read the script. But just in terms of 
his comedy, I loved him in registers as different as those he delivers 
in MENSONGES ET TRAHISONS and BRICE DE NICE. Shooting 
with him only served to underscore this opinion. Clovis is extremely 
inventive and has impressively high standards. But it’s that serious 
side to him that means he can create a framework in which he 
can express an incredible freedom of performance. Comedy is 
a demanding practice that requires a lot of technique. Clovis has 
mastery of that at his fingertips. Moreover, he has a real awareness 
of everything that’s happening on set, both in technical and people 
terms. What he brought to this film is a result of all that. He manages 
to be incredibly funny whilst radiating a real tenderness. But when 
I read the script, I wondered how people would be able to believe 
in a character like Michel who has such a fantasy about the perfect 
relationship. It would have been easy to take him for a nutcase 
because of the way he thinks like a 12-year-old who still believes 
in fairy tales, as if he’s never suffered any trauma. Clovis gave a 
marvelous portrayal of that naivety, a little pathologically but without 
losing his masculine side. That was very impressive.

you SHAReD FeWeR SCeneS WiTH mAnu pAyeT BuT 
WHAT Do you ReTAin FRom youR CoLLABoRATion 
WiTH Him? 
I’ve known Manu’s work for some time now, mainly having seen his 
show. This was his first major movie role and he demonstrates here 
the precision and comedy that I immediately fell in love with in his 
work. Being immediately credible as a lawyer wasn’t something that 
came naturally and yet you immediately believe in him. And it was 
very reassuring for me have him on the shoot, even if we did have 
very few scenes together. This was only my second film so I’m not 
very confident when I have to throw myself into it and start acting. 
But he was so kind and the way he looks at his co-actors even when 
he’s not interacting with them really helped me. I’m really keen to 
work with him again.

WHiCH SCene WeRe you moST AnXiouS ABouT AnD 
WHiCH one WeRe you moST LooKinG FoRWARD To 
SHooTinG? 
They are one and the same! The scene with the first meeting with 
Michel. Angèle talks to him with the deep naivety she uses to write 
her children’s stories. It wasn’t at all natural for me to play because 
in my mind, throwing loads of detail at him meant she’d very quickly 
bore him. So I put my cynicism and personal irony aside to play that 
scene straight. And it was at that moment that I realized I’d found the 
character. That explains why I was so keen to play that scene which 
scared me: I was aware that it was key to my future work on the 
film. Angèle is totally invested in what she says, and has no second 
thoughts. I also loved shooting the scene when she meets up again 
with Michel in the park, when she sees that he’s named his dog 
Angèle. I like it when absurdity is pushed to the limit. I was 
able to play with the hesitation and dithering this absurdity 
provokes between Angèle who doesn’t understand and 
Michel, who is embarrassed. It’s all acted straight in 
a very realistic way.
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